Well-known techniques for tiled code generation are based on the polyhedral model and affine transformations. An alternative approach to generation of tiled code is to correct original rectangular tiles defined for a loop nest by means of the transitive closure of a dependence graph instead of deriving and applying affine transformations. In this paper, we present results of an analysis of basic features of tiles generated due to correction of original rectangular tiles. We introduce procedures which allow us to recognize such features as target tile type (fixed, varied, parametric), dimensionality, size (the number of statement instances within a tile), and loop nest tileability (the percentage of statement instances that can be tiled with rectangular tiles). We consider differences between those features of tiles generated by means of affine transformations and transitive closure. We also discuss results of experiments with PolyBench benchmarks and show how differences in tiles generated with the examined approach and affine transformations affect serial tiled code performance.
Introduction
Tiling [8, 11, 13, 15, 24, 30] is an iteration reordering transformation of significant importance for both improving data locality and extracting coarse-grained loop nest parallelism.
To our best knowledge, well-known tiling techniques are based on linear or affine transformations of program loops [8, 11, 13, 15, 24, 30, 32] . Under affine transformations, tiling is valid when there exists a band of fully permutable loops [13, 30, 33] , i.e., when all correspondingly permuted distance vectors have nonnegative elements.
In paper [4] , the authors present a novel approach for generation of tiled code for affine loop nests. It is based on correction of original rectangular tiles by means of the transitive closure of a loop nest dependence graph. That approach produces tiled code even when there does not exist any affine transformation allowing for producing a fully permutable loop nest. It breaks cycles in the inter-tile dependence graph and makes all target tiles valid under the lexicographical order of target tile enumeration.
The effectiveness of the tile correction technique used for tiling and parallelizing bioinformatics code is demonstrated in papers [18, 19] .
In general, corrected tiles are different from those generated by means of affine transformations. The goal of this paper is to demonstrate what are the basic features of corrected tiles such as type, size, and dimensionality. We also consider loop nest tileability-the percentage of statement instances that can be tiled with rectangular tiles in the original iteration space.
The contributions of this paper over previous work are as follows:
-presentation of basic features of corrected tiles generated by means of the transitive closure of a loop nest dependence graph such as type, size, dimensionality and how those features can be recognized by means of the introduced procedures; -demonstration of similarities and differences of tiles generated by means of transitive closure and affine transformations; -implementation of the presented procedures to recognize basic features of corrected tiles in the TC optimizing compiler applying the ISL library and presentation of experimental results obtained by means of that compiler for PolyBench benchmarks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains background. Section 3 introduces types of target tiles generated by means of transitive closure and how they can be recognized. Section 4 discusses how the number of tiles within a particular group, tile size, and tile dimension can be revealed. Section 5 addresses loop nest tileability. In Sect. 6, we present features of tiles generated for loop nests from the PolyBench benchmark suite [21] . Section 7 summarizes and reviews basic features of target tiles generated by means of transitive closure and compares them with those produced by means of affine transformations. Section 8 discusses related work. Section 9 concludes the paper and outlines our plans for future work.
Background
In this paper, we deal with affine loop nests where, for given loop indices, lower and upper bounds as well as array subscripts and conditionals are affine functions of surrounding loop indices and possibly of structure parameters (defining loop index bounds), and the loop steps are known constants.
Given a loop nest with q statements, we transform it into its polyhedral representation, including: an iteration space I S i for each statement S i , i = 1, . . . , q, read/write access relations (RA/WA, respectively), and global schedule S corresponding to the original execution order of statement instances in the loop nest.
The loop nest iteration space I S i is the set of statement instances executed by a loop nest for statement S i . An access relation maps an iteration vector I i to one or more memory locations of array elements. Schedule S is represented with a relation which maps an iteration vector of a statement to a corresponding multidimensional timestamp, i.e., a discrete time when the statement instance has to be executed. We define a global iteration space I S as I S = The positive transitive closure of a given relation R, R + , is defined as follows: 
Techniques aimed at calculating the transitive closure of a dependence graph, which in general is parametric, are presented in papers [2, 14, 25] and they are out of the scope of this paper.
In order to compute the transitive closure of a dependence graph for loop nests examined in this paper, we have used the isl_map_transitive_closure function [27] , the iterative approach [3] , and the modified Floyd-Warshall algorithm [2] . The necessity of the usage of different algorithms is justified by our goal to get exact dependence graph transitive closure for each studied kernel and therefore to avoid any performance loss of target code unrelated to the algorithm itself. If one algorithm fails to calculate exact transitive closure, we choose another from those mentioned above.
In paper [4] , a novel approach allowing for generation of valid tiles based on the transitive closure of a dependence graph is presented. Below we recap the main idea of that algorithm. First, original rectangular tiles are defined in the loop nest iteration space. Each such a tile is associated with a parametric identifier I I . Then an invalid dependence target and the corresponding invalid tile are defined as follows: if there exists a direct or transitive dependence whose target belongs to a tile with identifier I I while its source belongs to a tile with an identifier lexicographically greater than I I , then those dependence target and tile are invalid. Each invalid tile should be corrected so that invalid dependence targets are relocated to lexicographically greater tiles.
In order to present that technique, let us consider the following example.
Example 1
for (i = 1; i <= 4; ++i) for (j = 1; j <= 4; ++j) S1:
In this paper, we present sets and relations using the iscc syntax [26] . The following relation describes all the dependences in the presented loop nest: It is obvious that scanning those tiles and iterations within each tile in lexicographic order is incorrect because of the violation of the valid execution of dependent iterations (to honor a dependence, we should first execute the source of this dependence, then its target). For example, iteration (2, 2)-the target of the dependence (1, 3) → (2, 2) would be executed before iteration (1, 3)-the source of this dependence. To cope with such a problem, we correct the content of the tiles as follows. We remove iteration (2, 2) from T 1 and add it to T 2, remove iteration (4, 2) from T 3 and add it to T 4. After these changes, we get target tiles
and iterations within each tile in lexicographic order is valid.
A formal algorithm of generation of target tiles based on transitive closure and the proof of the correctness of that algorithm is presented in paper [4] .
In this paper, we deal with the following sets generated by means of the tiling algorithm: (i) set T I L E(I I ) including statement instances of the original rectangular tile whose identifier is I I ; (ii) set I I _S E T comprising all tile identifiers; (iii) set T I L E_GT (I I ) including elements of all of the tiles whose identifiers are greater than identifier I I ; and (iv) set T I L E_V L D(I I ) representing target corrected tiles. Hereinafter, we present an analysis of only target tiles and the corresponding serial tiled code because for a given fixed original tile size, the considered algorithm generates unique tiles and unique serial code. Parallel tiled code can be generated by means of many different approaches: assuming that a tile is a macro-atomic statement, all known parallelization algorithms can be applied to serial tiled code: techniques based on affine transformations and/or those based on transitive closure, for example, see paper [20] . In general, each technique can generate a particular parallel tiled code different from that returned by another technique, i.e., parallel tiled code is not unique. Parallel code generation is out of the scope of this paper.
The next three sections present three algorithms that allow us (i) to recognize types of target tiles; (ii) to calculate the number of tiles within a particular category of tiles and tile dimensions; (iii) to determine loop nest tileability. Those algorithms are implemented in the TC 1 optimizing compiler, which enables the user to perform one, two, or all three algorithms and collect statistics about target tiles generated with that compiler by means of the tile correction technique.
Types of target tiles
In this section, we introduce the following types of target tiles: fixed, varied, parametric, and fixed boundary. Subsequently, we show how those types can be recognized. To check whether the correction of original tiles is required, we have to calculate relation R + , sets T I L E and T I L E_GT according to the examined algorithm and check whether the condition below is satisfied:
If condition (3) is true, this means that all statement instances belonging to set T I L E are valid, i.e., the set R + (T I L E_GT ) does not contain any invalid dependence target within set T I L E; therefore, target tiles are the same as original ones.
If condition (3) is not true, this means that some points (at least one) within set T I L E are invalid dependence targets and they will be eliminated from set T I L E and moved to particular lexicographically greater tiles so that all target tiles become valid. As a consequence, target tiles will differ in shape from original ones; in general, they can be non-rectangular. In such a case, the discussed algorithm can generate fixed, and/or varied, and/or parametric tiles. A fixed tile means that its size is constantit does not depend on neither indices ii 1 Within the category of fixed tiles, we mark up fixed boundary tiles, their size is fixed, and some their points belong to the boundaries of the loop nest iteration space. Expressions representing the size of such tiles include upper loop bounds as parameters, but the number of points within them is equal or less than that of a non-boundary original rectangular tile.
Below, we illustrate all of the aforementioned cases. Let us consider the following loop nest.
Example 2
for (i = 0; i <= N; ++i) { for (j = 0; j <= N; ++j) { S1: 
shown with solid lines) produced by means of the examined algorithm for Example 2 when N = 3. It is worth noting that the structure of the dependence graph for the examined loop nest is a chain: each next iteration depends on the previous one, i.e., only the serial (lexicographical) order of iteration enumeration is valid.
To recognize tile types in a formal way, we calculate card(T I L E_V L D) which is as follows: 
Analyzing the domains of the quasipolynomials, we conclude that there can exist four groups of tiles: (i) two groups of fixed tiles (containing 2 and 1 statement instances, respectively); (ii) one group of parametric tiles whose number of statement instances is expressed as 3 + N ; (iii) one group of parametric and varied tiles each including 1 + N − 2 j j statement instances.
Below we present a procedure allowing us to recognize what are the types of target tiles in a formal way.
Summing up, we may conclude that the considered algorithm relying on the dependences available in the loop nest can generate fixed and/or varied, and/or parametric tiles, all of which can be recognized by applying Algorithm 1.
The number of tiles within a particular group and tile dimensions
In this section, we demonstrate how to calculate the number of tiles within a particular group, tile dimensions, and the percentage of subspaces occupied with target tiles of a particular group.
We start with Example 2 presented in the previous section. Determining the number of tiles of each category and statement instances thereof is possible only for known loop nest upper bounds. Let us analyze the result of the cardinality operator applied to set T I L E_V L D for a fixed value of N = 3: where variables ii, j j define tile identifiers, while ii specifies the statement whose instances are included into the tile with identifier I = (ii, j j) T (ii = 0 for S1, ii = 1 for S2). Taking into account the results of applying Algorithm 1 to Example 2, the above union of sets indicates that: (i) there exists a group of fixed tiles each including 2 iterations; their identifiers are defined with the constraints:
there exists a group of parametric tiles (that set corresponds to the quasipolynomial 3 + N ) each including 6 iterations; their identifiers are defined with the constraints:
there exists a group of parametric and varied tiles each comprising 2 iterations; their identifiers are defined with the constraints: ii = 0 ∧ j j = 1 ∧ 0 ≤ ii ≤ 1; (iv) the group of fixed tiles, each including 1 iteration, is absent for N = 3. In order to reveal the number of tiles within each group, we intersect set I I _S E T comprising tile identifiers with a set whose constraints are represented with the domain of the corresponding quasipolynomial.
By applying the constraints of the first quasipolynomial, we obtain the following modified set of tile identifiers:
We therefore conclude that there are two fixed tiles containing two statement instances. In order to discover the dimensionality of those tiles, we compute set T I L E_V L D(I I ) for each element of the set above:
Using the inverse of scheduling relation S returned by the Polyhedral Extraction Tool [29] for Example 2, S −1 , we discover that the tiles contain statement instances { S1[0, 0], S1[0, 1] } and { S1 [2, 0] , S1[2, 1] }, respectively. Next, we compute the distance between the maximum and minimum values for each position of the tuples and add to each result 1; for both tiles, we obtain the size 1 × 2; hence, we conclude that the tiles are in one dimension.
The procedure is repeated for the remaining groups. For parametric tiles, we obtain the following set of tile identifiers:
and the corresponding tiles:
It is worth noting that each tile above comprises instances of statements S1 and S2. That is, we conclude that in the global iteration space, each tile is composed of two subtiles: one of the size 1 × 4 containing instances of statement S1 and one of the size 2 × 1 containing instances of statement S2. Now, let us analyze the content of parametric and varied tiles with the number of statement instances equal to 1 + N − 2 j j. Carrying out the above procedure again, we obtain:
Analyzing statement instances included in the above tiles, we again conclude that these are 1-D tiles of the size 2 × 1. Because the width of such a tile in each of its dimensions does not exceed that of the original one of size (2 × 2), we reclassify the tile as fixed boundary.
Eventually for N = 3, we summarize the collected data as follows: -the examined tiling algorithm divides the iteration spaces into 6 tiles; -four tiles, classified as fixed and fixed boundary, make up 66.6% of all tiles, with a total of eight statement instances (40% of all statement instances are included in those tiles); each such a tile is of the size 1 × 2 and includes instances of statement S1 (see Fig. 2 ); -two tiles, recognized to be parametric, constitute 33.3% of all tiles, with a total of twelve statement instances (60% of all statement instances are included in those tiles); each such a tile consists of a subtile of the size 1 × 4 which includes four instances of statement S1 and a subtile of the size 2 × 1 which includes two instances of statement S2 (see Fig. 2 ); Let us now consider the following loop nest.
Example 3
for (i = 1; i <= N; ++i) for (j = 1; j <= N; ++j) S1: In order to discover the number of parametric tiles each including 2 + N points for N = 6, we calculate the following set:
Analyzing the obtained set, we conclude that there exists a single parametric tile with identifier I I = [2, 2] . It includes the following iterations:
We can observe that the statement instances are included in the rectangular area of the size 2 × 6. However, that area is not fully covered by statement instances. We will therefore refer to it as a 2 × 6 tile, covered in 67% statement instances. Algorithm 2 presents in a formal way how to calculate the sizes and dimensions of tiles as well as the percentage of subspaces occupied with particular types of tiles provided that upper loop index bounds are constants. If those bounds are parameters, then the procedure can generate very messy target results, impractical for use. In general, a complex description of a resulting set T I L E_V L D also makes the application of the cardinality operator a computationally intensive procedure, taking up to several minutes to obtain a result. Once a set of quasipolynomials representing tile sizes is computed, the rest computations are of linear complexity. So the complexity of Algorithms 1, 2, 3 is defined with the complexity of the card operator calculation. 
Loop nest tileability
In this section, we address the following question: what is the percentage of the iteration space that can be tiled with original rectangular tiles, i.e., without correcting them. Hereinafter, we will refer to this property as tileability.
In order to compute the tileability of a loop nest, we form original rectangular tiles. Next, we remove all invalid dependence targets and all of the statement instances transitively dependent on those targets. Let us refer to such statement instances as problematic ones. The instances that are neither the sources of invalid dependence targets nor those dependent on any of problematic statement instances will be referred to as non-problematic.
For the purpose of demonstrating the above concepts, let us consider the following loop nest.
Example 4
for (i = 0; i <= 5; ++i) for (j = 0; j <= 5; ++j) S1:
Using the Polyhedral Extraction Tool [29] , we obtain the following polyhedral model for the above loop nest: Subsequently, we apply rectangular tiling to obtain set T I L E and the corresponding set T I L E_GT :
Let us remind that set T I L E_GT (I I ) consists of all the statement instances included in the tiles whose identifiers are lexicographically greater than I I . Following this observation, we conclude that set, I N V AL I D, including invalid dependence targets that inhibit the rectangular tiling, can be calculated as follows:
As far as Example 4 is considered, set I N V AL I D is the following:
Invalid dependence targets are surrounded by circles in Fig. 4 . We must therefore remove all invalid dependence targets and all the statement instances that directly or transitively depend on invalid dependence targets. For this purpose, we compute set P RO B L E M AT I C including all problematic statement instances:
P RO B L E M AT I C = R * (I N V AL I D).

By applying formula (5) to set I N V AL I D calculated for Example 4, we find the statement instances contained in set P RO B L E M AT I C presented below:
P RO B L E M AT I C
Eventually, we count the number of problematic statement instances, N _ P RO B, by means of applying the cardinality operator to set P RO B L E M AT I C, and calculate the percentage of the iteration space, occupied by problematic statement instances, P E R_T I L E AB L E, as follows.
As far as Example 4 is considered, the tileability of the loop nest is 72.2%, that is, 72.2% of the iteration space can be tiled without applying the tile correction technique. It is worth noting that after excluding problematic statement instances from set T I L E applying the below formula:
T I L E_N P = T I L E − P RO B L E M AT I C,
we can generate code scanning tiles represented with set T I L E_N P and its elements (depicted with solid lines in Fig. 4 ) in lexicographical order followed by executing untiled sequential code iterating over the elements of set P RO B L E M AT I C. We call such a tileability tilebilit y_be f ore because tiled code should be run before serial code enumerating problematic iterations contained within set
P RO B L E M AT I C.
We can invert the execution order of problematic statement instances and nonproblematic tiles provided that the set of problematic iteration points is obtained by means of applying the inverse of transitive closure to set I N V AL I D, i.e., we calculate set P RO B L E M AT I C_I N V as follows.
P RO B L E M AT I C_I N V = (R
Tileability calculated on the basis of set P RO B L E M AT I C_I N V , we call tileabilit y_a f ter, because tiled code should be run after serial code enumerating problematic iterations contained within set P RO B L E M AT I C_I N V .
Algorithm 3 presents in a formal way the calculation of loop nest tileability provided that upper loop index bounds are constants. The algorithm presented in [4] and procedures introduced in this paper have been incorporated into the TC optimizing compiler, 2 which utilizes the Polyhedral Extraction Tool [29] for extracting polyhedral representations of original loop nests, the Integer Set Library [27] for performing dependence analysis, manipulating sets and relations as well as generating output code, and the Barvinok library [26] for calculating set cardinality and processing its representation.
We have experimented with the PolyBench/C 4.1 [21] benchmark suite, which includes linear algebra kernels and solvers, data mining programs, stencil computations, and dynamic programming algorithms. Generated tiles were analyzed by the introduced algorithms for data sizes defined by PolyBench as medium, large, and extra large. Reports generated by TC as well as tiled code generated by means of TC and Pluto for all studied PolyBench kernels can be found under the results directory in the project repository.
TC is able to generate set T I L E_V L D and a corresponding report for 28 out of 30 programs included in PolyBench. For the two remaining kernels-heat-3d and deriche-deriving set T I L E_V L D or its cardinality is too computationally intensive. Table 1 presents types of target tiles for PolyBench kernels. TC finds a total of 13 programs that does not require any correction of original rectangular tiles. For two kernels, original tiles are corrected, but target tiles are fixed or mostly fixed. For the remaining kernels, target tiles are a mix of different types.
For five chosen kernels, we compare features of generated tiles with those produced by Pluto v.0.11.4 [8] -a state-of-the-art optimizing compiler based on the Affine Transformations Framework.
Those five numerical programs were chosen so that generated target tiles belong to different types:
-programs for which the original tiling does not require correction; -programs for which corrected tiles are categorized as only fixed or mostly fixed; -programs for which the correction algorithm produces tiles of various categories:
fixed, parametric, varied. Table 2 summarizes execution time and speedup (here and further on, we mean under speedup the ratio of the execution time of original code to that of serial tiled one) of tiled code produced by TC and Pluto for the studied kernels.
The evaluation of tiled code performance was carried out on an Intel Xeon E5-2699 v3 processor clocked at 2.3 GHz, 32 kB L1 data cache, 256 kB L2 cache, 45 MB L3 cache, 256 GB RAM clocked at 2133 MHz. Code of both original and transformed loop nests was compiled under the Linux kernel 3. Below, we analyze the features of those five codes in detail.
syr2k
syr2k is a basic linear algebra subprogram updating a square N × N matrix C according to the formula: C := α AB T + α B A T + βC. The kernel consists of two separate perfectly nested loop nests-one of depth 2 multiplying the elements of C by β and one of depth 3 performing the AB T and B A T matrix multiplications. The syr2k kernel serves as an example of a loop nest, for which original tiles do not require any correction, i.e., there are no invalid dependence targets in each set T I L E, so target tiles are fixed and the same as the original ones. Tiling such a loop nest is straightforwardno correction of original tiles is needed; output code enumerates fixed 2-D and 3-D tiles. Due to the fact that the discussed algorithm originally applies rectangular tiling, we can also expect that the code produced by TC will be similar to that generated by Pluto. Table 3 summarizes the features of tiles for different upper loop index bounds and the original tile size 64 × 64 × 64, extracted by means of Algorithms 1 and 2. In this and the following tables, Tiles and Stmts define the percentage of tiles and the iteration subspace occupied with tiles and all statement instances within this group of tiles, respectively. As we can see, nearly the entire loop nest domain is occupied by 3-D fixed rectangular tiles, comprising a total of 99% of all statement instances for the largest problem size.
As shown in Table 2 , the tiled code leads to a significant reduction in execution time. The only difference causing visibly worse performance of the code generated by Pluto is that Pluto interchanges the two innermost loops; this does not improve overall program performance and even leads to a slowdown for certain problem sizes.
cholesky
The cholesky kernel implements the Cholesky-Banachiewicz algorithm. It involves an imperfectly nested loop nest of depth 3 with 4 statements. This kernel is a representative of loop nests, for which tile correction is required, but corrected tiles are fixed or mostly fixed. This depends on an original tile size. Tables 4 and 5 present the features of target tiles for the original tile sizes 32×32×32 and 64 × 64 × 64, respectively, collected by means of Algorithms 1, 2, and 3. For the original tile size 32 × 32 × 32, there are some 3-D parametric target tiles whose number of statement instances is greater than that of original ones. For the original tile size 64 × 64 × 64, those parametric tiles became fixed boundary, i.e., the number of statement instances within such tiles is equal or less than that of original ones. Analyzing the data in Table 4 , we discover that target tiles have the following features: (i) there are 2-D and 3-D tiles, (ii) when the values of the upper bounds of the loop indices increase, the percentage of three-dimensional tiles also increases and constitutes over 90% of all tiles, (iii) most of the statement instances are located inside three-dimensional tiles, (iv) almost all tiles are either fixed or fixed boundary.
Analyzing the structure of tiles in detail, 3 we discover that the most common tile is a 3-D fixed tile of the size 32 × 32 × 32, including 32,768 instances of statement S1. The number of those tiles constitutes 31%, 79%, and 91% of all tiles for N = 400, N = 2000, and N = 4000, respectively. The statement instances included in each such tile access approximately 24 kB of memory, while the capacity of L1 data cache of a computer used for experiments is 32 kB. For the largest problem size, the overall number of statement instances included in these tiles is nearly 96%. Additionally, TC produces approximately 4% of fixed 2-D tiles of the size 32 × 32 fully covered with statement instances, which-due to a regular shape of tiles-allows us to expect a satisfactory performance of tiled code similar to that produced by Pluto. That is, for the cholesky kernel, Pluto also generates 3-D tiles and the measured speedup is practically the same for all problem sizes as that of tiled code generated by TC.
The tileability of the loop nest is very low; it ranges from 0.64% for N = 400 down to 0.07% for N = 4000.
Analyzing data in Table 5 , we can see that increasing the tile size of each dimension by a factor of 2, for the largest problem bounds, we find 35,990 fixed 3-D tiles fully covered with statement instances; they constitute 79% of all tiles. Each such a tile accesses 96 kB of memory, while the capacity of L1 data cache of a computer used for experiments is 32 kB. This reduces tiled code locality. As shown in Table 2 , the speedup of the tiled code generated for 64 × 64 × 64 original tiles is less than that of the code generated using 32 × 32 × 32 original tiles.
symm
The symm kernel implements a symmetric matrix multiplication of the form α AB+βC with matrix A of the size M × M, and B, C being matrices of the size M × N . The results of applying Algorithms 1, 2, and 3 to this benchmark are presented in Table 6 . For the symm kernel, Pluto v.0.11.4 does not return any affine transformation to generate tiled code. In our opinion, this fact is due to dependences that involve scalar variable temp2 in the symm kernel. Privatization of this variable allows for respecting all the dependences involved with this variable, but to our best knowledge, Pluto v.0.11.4 does not allow for privatization of variables.
TC generates tiled code even without applying the privatization technique; this code demonstrates up to 2.05 speedup. As a result of tile correction, target tiles are a mix of fixed, varied, and parametric & varied tiles of different dimensionalities, from 1-D up to 3-D.
From Table 6 , we can see that for each of the problem sizes, 50% of all tiles are one-dimensional. From a detailed report returned with TC, we find that those onedimensional tiles are 1×1×64 ones including 64 instances of statement S3. However, the total number of statement instances included in those tiles constitutes only 0.01% of all statement instances in the loop nest domain. The majority of statement instances are included in three-dimensional tiles which constitute up to 48% of all tiles, most of which are fixed (64 × 64 × 64 tiles including 262,144 instances of statement S2). However, the procedures find also relatively large parametric and varied tiles, up to the size 64 × 2600 × 1983 for M = 2000 and N = 2600, each accessing 42 MB of data. On average, target tiles access 52 kB, 76 kB, and 78 kB of memory for each of the studied problem sizes: medium, large, and extra large, respectively. An interesting property of the symm kernel is its tileability. Nearly half of the iteration space can be tiled with rectangular tiles after the removal of problematic statement instances using the inverse of the transitive closure of a dependence relation (tileability_after).
nussinov
The nussinov kernel implements Nussinov's algorithm for predicting a possible RNA structure. The exact transitive closure for this benchmark was calculated applying the iterative algorithm presented in paper [3] .
Based on Table 7 , we conclude that the tile correction technique is able to produce three-dimensional tiles for the Nussinov loop nest. Although the majority of tiles are fixed, they contain approximately only 0.02% of statement instances. Most of the statement instances are included in parametric & varied 3-D tiles; this leads to a variety of target tile sizes. For the studied problem sizes-N = 500, N = 2500, N = 5500-tiles access on average only 14 kB, 31 kB, and 35 kB of memory, respectively. However, some of the parametric & varied tiles reach the size of 2.92 MB.
For the nussinov kernel, Pluto is able to produce only 2-D tiles, while TC generates mostly 3-D target tiles both fixed and parametric. For the largest problem size, TC code speedup is 1.31 and 1.05 against original and Pluto code, respectively. Tileability before < 0.01% < 0.01% < 0.01% Tileability after < 0.01% < 0.01% < 0.01% Table 8 summarizes the results collected for the 5-point jacobi-2d kernel for the original 64 × 64 × 64 tile. According to reports generated with TC, most of the statement instances (up to 90%) are included in 3-D tiles, which constitute 44% of all tiles. These tiles contain 258,048 instances of statement S1 in subspace 63×188×127, and 262,144 instances of statement S2 in subspace 64 × 190 × 127. The coverage with statement instances of that tile, however, is below 20%. Out of 2-D tiles, almost all of them are fixed 1 × 64 × 64 tiles including 4096 instances of statement S1. On average, tiles access 139 kB, 188 kB, and 200 kB of memory, for each of the examined problem sizes-medium, large, extra large-respectively. For the jacobi-2d kernel, both properties-tileability_before and tileability_after-yield almost the same outcome.
jacobi-2d
Pluto generates 3-D tiles for the jacobi-2d kernel as well; however, the speedup over untiled code gained by TC is visibly higher. Nonetheless, both compilers produce reliable positive speedup only for sufficiently large problem sizes. Optimization performed by TC and Pluto does not compensate for increased code complexity resulting from the applied transformations-additional conditional statements within the loop nest account for the slowdown visible in Table 2 . 
Summarizing basic features of target tiles
In this section, we summarize basic features of tiles generated by means of the examined algorithm and compare them with those generated by means of affine transformations. An analysis of obtained results allows us to state that the following is true: (i) the tile correction technique does not require full loop permutability and always generates target code provided that calculation of the transitive closure of a loop nest dependence graph is possible, but the size of target tiles can be fixed, and/or varied, and/or parametric; a parametric tile de facto represents a subspace where fixed tiles cannot be generated, i.e., a subspace where tiling is excluded provided that the data size per a parametric tile is greater than the capacity of cache; (ii) corrected target tile origins (the lexicographically earliest points of tiles) are the same as original ones, while the shape, size, and dimension of target tiles are specified automatically to respect all the dependences available in the original loop nest; (iii) dimensionalities of corrected target tiles can vary from one to the value equal to the depth of a loop nest; (iv) in general, the number of tiles produced by means of affine transformations is greater than that generated with applying transitive closure because affine transformations may skew the iteration space, while the examined algorithm does not transform the iteration space; (v) the tile correction technique allows for producing tiled code at one run, while well-known techniques require two runs: the first one is to find affine transformations allowing for generation of fully permutable loop bands and the second one is to apply tiling transformations to those bands to produce tiled code. Table 9 summarizes basic features of tiled code generated by the examined algorithm and affine transformations. 
Related work
There has been a considerable amount of research into tiling demonstrating how to aggregate a set of loop nest iterations into tiles with each tile as an atomic macro statement, from pioneer papers [13, 24, 30, 32] to those presenting advanced techniques [7, 11, 15, 28] . One of the most advanced reordering transformation frameworks is based on the polyhedral model and affine transformations. This approach includes the following three steps: (i) program analysis aimed at translating high level codes to their polyhedral representation and to provide data dependence analysis based on this representation, (ii) program transformation with the aim of improving program locality and/or parallelization, for this purpose affine transformations are derived and applied, (iii) code generation [7, 9, 10, 16, 24, 28] . All above three steps are present in the examined approach. But there exists the following difference in step (ii): the approach based on transitive closure does not find and use any affine function. It applies the transitive closure of a program dependence graph to correct invalid rectangular tiles.
The tiling validity condition by Irigoin and Triolet [13] requires nonnegative elements of dependence vectors. The tiling validity condition by Xue [33] checks for lexicographic nonnegativity of inter-tile dependences. Mullapudi and Bondhugula [17] demonstrate that those conditions are conservative, i.e., they miss tiling schemes for which the tile schedule is not easy to present statically. They suggest to check whether an inter-tile dependence graph is cycle-free. If not, splitting or merging problematic original tiles can be applied manually to break cycles and then form a tile schedule dynamically, i.e., at run-time. The examined approach does not require any validity condition, it is able to generate tiled code for an arbitrary affine loop nest provided that transitive closure can be calculated. However, it does not guarantee that generated code will have a higher performance than that of the corresponding original loop nest, for example, when serial execution order of statement instances in an original loop nest is only valid. An additional analysis of tiled code is required to predict its locality and performance. The goal of the algorithms introduced in this paper and implemented in the TC compiler is to support such an analysis.
Papers [22, 23] consider the usage of transitive closure for deriving loop transformations, but they do not consider any tiling.
In paper [31] , the authors introduce the definition of "mostly tileable" loop nests for which classic tiling is prevented by an asymptotically insignificant number of iterations. They suggest to peel the problematic iterations of the loop nest and apply rectangular tiling to the remaining iterations. The authors demonstrate the application of their algorithm to only one code implementing Nussinov's algorithm. The scope of the applicability of that algorithm is not presented. The examined algorithm instead of peeling problematic tiles corrects them to make tiling valid. In this paper, we present a technique that utilizes the transitive closure of a dependence relation to find a set of problematic statement instances and calculate loop nest tileability. That technique is fully automatic and can be applied to an arbitrary affine loop nest.
Index set splitting [12] partitions the loop nest iteration space. This enables finding affine transformations for different partitions and can be useful to break cycles in an inter-tile dependence graph.
Papers [1, 5] demonstrate how to extract coarse-and fine-grained parallelism applying different Iteration Space Slicing algorithms; however, they do not consider any tiling transformation.
Paper [4] presents the examined algorithm and the proof of the correctness of generated target code by means of this algorithm, but it does not provide any analysis of features of tiles generated.
Paper [6] presents how to generate parallel synchronization-free tiled code based on transitive closure and the application of the discussed algorithm to different real-life benchmarks, but it does not provide any analysis of features of target tiles.
Summing up, we may conclude that this paper is the first attempt to present results allowing us to recognize basic features of tiles generated by means of the discussed algorithm.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented the results of an analysis of features of tiles generated by means of correction of original rectangular tiles applying the transitive closure of dependence graphs. We introduced three algorithms which allow us to recognize such features of target tiles as type (fixed/parametric/varied), size, and dimensionality as well as loop nest tileability. We discussed differences between these features for tiles generated by means of applying transitive closure and affine transformations.
We also presented the results of experiments demonstrating what are features of target tiles generated with the examined approach for real-life codes included in the PolyBench benchmark suite and how they affect serial tiled code performance.
In the future, we intend to present other algorithms based on transitive closure that will allow us to (i) use different shapes of original tiles (e.g., parallelepiped, diamond);
(ii) form target tiles automatically without using original ones; (iii) examine different techniques to run target tiles in parallel.
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